Frank Lloyd Wright once said, "Architecture is a kind of music." When we speak about architecture, there can often be overlap with music we use - rhythm, repetition, even a crescendo can help describe when moving through a space. This March, architecture's connection to music venues and experiences is further explored in our upcoming Matters to Seattle, a Design In Depth lecture on Thursday, March 12 Read on to learn more!

Location, Location: Exploring Seattle Through the Filmmaker's Lens, April

A Design In Depth Lecture
SIFF Cinema Uptown, 6:30 - 8pm

Like music and literature, film provides an immersive experience that can transport us to new places and perspectives. Following Seattle's history on film, we can see both a documentation of how our built environment has changed, but also the ways in which Seattle have evolved, from early Hollywood features to local productions happening today. When looking behind-the-scenes, our experience can be seen as a product of countless dedicated individuals along the stage of the process-from location scouts, advocates of our majestic theaters, and champions within creating spaces, and stories, that allow us to feel connected to a different time, location or person.

Speakers:
David Drummond, Freelance location scout
Randy Hodgins, University of Washington
Vicky Lee, Seattle Theatre Group
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and our Series Sponsor:
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Advance Tickets: $15 General | $10 SAF Members | $5 Students

Purple & Gold: From Gothic to Modern at the UW Core
Special Cherry Blossom Edition, March 21, 11:30

Come see how this glorious "University of a Thousand Years" has managed through its first 150 years in time to bask in the rich detail of Gothic, Renaissance, and Beaux Arts architecture. Stroll through serene quadrangles, lush gardens and awe-inspiring interiors along the way. Witness some new stars as contemporary buildings change with the needs of this fine institution. Oh, and did we mention it has the most fabulous view of Mount Rainier?

This tour starts at 11:30 and lasts approximately two hours. It begins at the War Memorial Flagpole on Memorial Way NE between Parrington Hall and Kane Hall. Blooms not guaranteed!
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Family Workshop: Cities//Green in the Concrete Jungle
March 21, Rainier Square, 11-2pm

What is your favorite way to connect with nature in a big city?

Join Us! Special Promo
Enjoy great discounts and benefits when you become an SAF member. Your support will allow us to continue connecting people of all ages to the diverse architectural landscape of Seattle.

(Donations made 1/1/14 - 3/27/15). You can find more information on our Sponsor Program here.
Receive a complimentary mobile Chinook Book (a $15 value) with purchase of a $40 individual SAF membership or higher! Explore the best that Seattle has to offer and never leave your coupons at home again.

Wow, Almost 2,000 "Likes" on Facebook!
Follow us on Facebook for the latest on SAF happenings and for all the fun architectural & design posts the web has to offer.
Join the fun today!

SAF to Partner with Seattle's Expanding Your Horizons Event
This month, SAF is partnering with Expanding Your Horizons to bring our Design & Model Building Workshops to Seattle University as part of an all-day event for girls, ages 10-15. Expanding Your Horizons Network is a non-profit dedicated to providing young girls with engaging mentors and activities so they can envision themselves in STEM-related careers. For more information, email Program Director, Aletheia Wittman.

Working with family members, young architects will re-examine green spaces and create a model that illustrates how these natural elements can be brought into an urban setting.

At SAF Family Workshops children (ages 6-10) work with their family to build a model together. Through discussion and hands-on activities, workshop participants learn how design impacts the way we work and play. Young architects must register with an adult and should bring sack lunches.

FREE program scholarships are always available, more info.

Thank you to our Youth Programs Sponsors:
Exxel Pacific and Hargis Engineers

Call for Architects!

Volunteer with SAF Youth Programs in Seattle Schools
SAF is pairing volunteer architects with SAF teachers in after-school workshops at local middle schools. Volunteer architects will share design that inspires them and support students in class projects to design new community spaces. Workshops meet once-a-week over a 10-week period from 3-4pm. Deadline to volunteer: Spring is March 20th. Contact Aletheia Wittman, Program Director, for more information about partnering with SAF to bring architecture programming to youth in schools.

Thanks to our current school partners:
Integrus Architecture
Miller Hayashi Architects
SHED Architecture & Design
Upcoming SAF Events

New tour schedule coming soon! Visit our [tour page](#) for the most up-to-date information. Private tours also available, email [info@seattlearchitecture.org](mailto:info@seattlearchitecture.org) for more information.

Greatest Hits: Chart Toppers and Heart-Stoppers - March 7, 10-12pm

Music Matters to Seattle! a Design In Depth lecture - March 12, 6:30-8pm

Tour Guide Training - March 14, 8:30-1:30pm

Diamonds & Gold: The Art Deco Skyscraper Northwest Style - March 14, 10-12pm

Deadline for Architects to Volunteer with After-School Programs - March 20

Family Workshop, "Cities//Green in the Concrete Jungle" - March 21, 11-2pm

Purple & Gold: From Gothic to Modern at the UW Core - March 21, 11:30-1:30pm

Community Events

8th Annual South Sound Sustainability Expo
March 5, Tacoma Convention and Trade Center, 10-3pm
This free public event allows local residents and business owners more about transportation choices, green construction, energy, solar energy, local food and gardening, and cost-effective sustainable practices.
[More Information](#)

SAM Remix
March 13, 8-11pm
Choose your own adventure from this fabulous night of performances, activities, dancing, and more with Indigenous Beauty: Masterworks of American Indian Art from the Diker Collection and SAM’s fantastic collection.
[More Information](#)

Stay Connected to SAF

Email us at: [info@seattlearchitecture.org](mailto:info@seattlearchitecture.org)
Please visit our website: [www.seattlearchitecture.org](http://www.seattlearchitecture.org)